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Working toward the better side of the business cycle

Key figures

(previous Accumulate)

Accumulate

EUR 3.17

(previous EUR 3.40)

EUR 3.40

Recommendation

Share price:

In our view, LapWall's Q1 report can be interpreted as a slight defensive win given the challenging overall picture for 
the construction sector. We have not made any material changes to our near-term outlook for LapWall, but the strong 
start to the year and the guidance provided have lowered the risk level of the stock. We continue to expect LapWall 
to deliver rapid earnings growth over the construction cycle. There is still considerable uncertainty about the timing of 
the market turnaround, but the stock is reasonably priced even with this year's sluggish results. Reflecting this 
situation, we reiterate our target price of EUR 3.40 for LapWall and Accumulate recommendation.

Q1 was slightly better than expected in all key figures

LapWall's Q1 revenue increased by 9% to 10.1 MEUR, slightly above our forecast. The growth was a combination of 
around 20% higher volumes and around 10% lower prices per square meter. The company's volume development 
remained very good under the circumstances, probably also supported by the timing of Metsä Group's large project 
partly in Q1 and, inorganically, the Kastelli account acquired in Q2'23. However, prices and margins reflect the weak 
construction sector and the resulting fierce price competition. In Q1, operating income adjusted for goodwill 
amortization decreased by 11% to 1.0 MEUR, or 10.1% of revenue. The profit decline was also smaller than we had 
expected, but the lower margins meant that despite growth and active management of fixed costs, comparison 
figures were missed. The company received 11 MEUR in new orders in Q1, which was broadly in line with our forecast. 
LapWall's order book was up 20% year-on-year at 18 MEUR, so the factories will remain well loaded in Q2. 

We have not changed our forecasts; guidance reduces risk despite narrow range

Somewhat surprisingly, LapWall already issued guidance for this year in the Q1 report and now expects its revenue for 
this year to be 43-48 MEUR and its adjusted EBIT to be 4.3-4.8 MEUR. Our pre-report forecasts were at the upper end 
of the range, so there were no big surprises in the guidance. The guidance mitigates the significant risk in the current 
year, although we believe the guidance range is narrow given the uncertainties related to construction and the project 
nature of the business. Comments on the market situation were cautiously positive, although there is little concrete 
evidence to support expectations of a recovery in low-rise housing (wall panels) in H2. Demand in industrial and 
public construction (roof elements) is satisfactory. We have not made many changes to our LapWall forecasts after the 
report. In the coming years, we expect LapWall to grow at an above-average rate of 15% as the construction cycle 
gradually improves and LapWall gains market share, especially in the wall panel segment, thanks to the efficient new 
capacity in Pyhäntä and other strengths. We expect LapWall's earnings to grow at a significant lever relative to 
revenue as fixed costs are scaled up. Our margin forecasts are within LapWall's adjusted EBIT margin target of 12-15% 
for 2025-2027. 

Moderate multiples for the current year support positive expectations of better times ahead

With our 2024-2025 estimates, LapWall's P/E ratios are 13x and 9x and corresponding EV/EBIT ratios are around 11x 
and 8x. The multiples are at the upper end of the ranges we have approved for the company this year and slightly 
below the ranges for next year. Based on LapWall's earnings growth and a dividend yield of just over 4%, the 12-
month expected return continues to exceed our required return. DCF signals an even more pronounced 
undervaluation. However, we keep our sights on the near term, as we believe the stock may not have supportive 
drivers until the visibility of accelerating earnings growth and a stronger phase of profitable growth materializes. 

Guidance (New guidance)

The company expects its revenue in 2024 to be EUR 43-
48 million and operating profit excluding goodwill 
amortization (EBITA) to be EUR 4.3-4.8 million.

2023 2024e 2025e 2026e

Revenue 41.9 46.2 53.8 62.2

growth-% -20% 10% 16% 16%

EBIT adj. 3.9 4.6 6.8 8.2

EBIT-% adj. 9.4 % 9.9 % 12.6 % 13.2 %

Net Income 2.5 2.7 4.3 5.5

EPS (adj.) 0.22 0.24 0.35 0.43

P/E (adj.) 14.1 13.2 9.0 7.4

P/B 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.0

Dividend yield-% 4.2 % 4.1 % 4.7 % 5.0 %

EV/EBIT (adj.) 11.0 10.6 7.6 5.8

EV/EBITDA 8.0 8.2 6.0 4.3

EV/S 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8

Source: Inderes
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Share price Revenue and EBIT-% EPS and dividend

Value drivers Risk factors

• The company is well-positioned for growth in 

wood construction

• Strong competitive position enables market 

share growth

• Synergy benefits of the Termater business 

acquisition and the sales potential of the 

inorganically acquired Kastelli cooperation

• Room for improvement in productivity 

through investment

• Moderate valuation leaves upside for 

valuation multiples

• Finland's economic and construction cycle

• Inflation and pricing power

• New types of stronger competition

• Slowing down the proliferation of 

environmental trends and wood construction

• Project risks 

• Pyhäntä's  investment plan is very large 

relative to LapWall's balance sheet
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Valuation 2024e 2025e 2026e

Share price 3.17 3.17 3.17

Number of shares, millions 14.9 14.9 14.9

Market cap 47 47 47

EV 48 52 47

P/E (adj.) 13.2 9.0 7.4

P/E 17.6 10.9 8.6

P/B 2.5 2.3 2.0

P/S 1.0 0.9 0.8

EV/Sales 1.0 1.0 0.8

EV/EBITDA 8.2 6.0 4.3

EV/EBIT (adj.) 10.6 7.6 5.8

Payout ratio (%) 72.2 % 51.5 % 43.6 %

Dividend yield-% 4.1 % 4.7 % 5.0 %

Source: Inderes
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Volume-driven revenue beat

LapWall's Q1 revenue grew more strongly than 
forecast, increasing by 9% to 10.1 MEUR compared to 
the weak first quarter of last year. As expected, the 
roof element business, supported by industrial and 
public construction, boosted the group's sales by 
20% in an otherwise challenging market. In contrast, 
revenue of the Pyhäntä production unit, which 
specializes in wall elements driven by demand from 
the housing sector, declined by 10%. The increase in 
revenue was strongly driven by higher production 
volumes, as the company reported a 10% year-on-
year decline in sales prices. 

The company expects sales prices to have bottomed 
out in Q1. As a result, a major headwind from price 
pressures is no longer expected, even if actual price 
pressures have been higher than expected. More 
aggressive pricing and volume growth also support 

the company's goal of significantly increasing market 
share (and filling plant capacity even in a weak cycle). 
Therefore, we do not view the deterioration in the 
gross margin as solely a negative driver of 
shareholder value creation, although achieving the 
profitability target may require a slightly higher gross 
margin than in Q1.

Cost discipline took the result above our forecast

LapWall's Q1 EBIT adjusted for goodwill amortization 
was 1.0 MEUR, exceeding our forecast by 0.2 MEUR 
or just over 20%. The limited Q1 business review 
does not allow a closer look at the cost structure, but 
we estimate that the combined effect of volume 
growth and lower prices kept the gross margin at 
largely flat year-on-year. Thus, we believe that the 
main driver of the earnings beat was a slightly more 
flexible cost structure than we expected, i.e., the 
company's fixed cost savings measures. 

LapWall's order book at the end of Q1 was up 20% 
year-on-year at 18.1 MEUR, resulting in new orders of 
11.1 MEUR, which was more or less in line with our 
expectations. However, the price pressure has not 
necessarily improved the margin structure of the 
order book from the prior year.

Balance sheet ready for major investment

The short business review provides little visibility on 
cash flow and the balance sheet, but there were no 
major movements in the balance sheet as the equity 
ratio rose to just under 65% at the end of the year. As 
a result, the company's balance sheet is in good 
shape for the significant 19 MEUR investment in the 
Pyhäntä mill. We expect the company to finance 
approximately 70% of the project with revenue and 
debt, with the remainder expected to be funded by a 
grant from the government-funded ELY Center.

Better-than-expected start to the year in a difficult market

Estimates Q1'23 Q1'24 Q1'24e Q1'24e Difference (%) 2024e

MEUR / EUR Comparison Actualized Inderes Consensus Low High Act. vs. inderes Inderes

Revenue 9.3 10.1 9.5 7% 46.2

EBIT (adj.) 1.1 1.0 0.8 23% 4.6

EBIT 1.0 0.8 0.6 32% 3.7

Revenue growth-% 0.0 % 9.0 % 2.0 % 7 pp 10.4 %

EBIT-% (adj.) 11.8 % 10.1 % 8.7 % 1.4 pp 9.9 %

Source: Inderes

Consensus
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Modest price-driven cut to full-year earnings forecast
Estimate revisions 2024e-2026e

• Contrary to our expectations, LapWall provided guidance in the Q1 report 
as the outlook for the rest of the year has become clearer. We were 
expecting guidance only after H1.

• The company expects its revenue in 2024 to be 43-48 MEUR and 
operating profit excluding goodwill amortization (EBITA) to be 4.3-4.8 
MEUR.

• Our profitability and revenue forecasts are at the mid-points of the 
guidance ranges after marginal changes.

• LapWall's order book at the end of Q1 was up 20% year-on-year at 18 
MEUR, slightly above our expectations. 

• FY2024 went up 2%, driven by the revenue beat in Q1 and a slightly 
higher than expected book.

• Revenue forecasts for 2025-2026 remain unchanged

• We cut our earnings forecasts for the current year by 4-5%, mainly driven 
by a weaker-than-expected gross margin (Q1 average price -10%) due to 
price pressure. However, the changes remained small. 

• We revised our PPA forecast for the current year to match the Q1 rate

Operational result drivers 2024e–2026e:

• Our forecast is that the roof element business, driven by public 
and industrial construction, will carry the company through the 
current gloomy housing construction market. We expect the 
housing construction cycle to recover, especially after the 
middle of the decade. 

• With competitors exiting the market, LapWall's very strong 
competitiveness and the investment in Pyhäntä, we forecast 
that the company will be able to increase its market share, 
especially in the wall panel segments, between 2025 and 2028.

• As demand and volumes for wall panels recover and grow, the 
company's operational levers will be able to move in the right 
direction and relative profitability will strengthen, reflecting the 
nature of prefabrication. We forecast that LapWall will achieve 
its adjusted EBIT margin target of 12-15% between 2025 and 
2028

• We believe that carbon-neutral prefabricated wood construction 
will be supported by the long-term sustainable building trend.

Estimate revisions 2024e 2024 Change 2025e 2025e Change 2026e 2026e Change

MEUR /  EUR Old New % Old New % Old New %

Revenue 45.2 46.2 2% 53.8 53.8 0% 62.2 62.2 0%

EBITDA 6.1 5.9 -5% 8.7 8.7 -1% 11.0 11.0 0%

EBIT (exc. NRIs) 4.7 4.6 -4% 6.9 6.8 -1% 8.2 8.2 0%

EBIT 3.9 3.7 -5% 6.0 5.9 -1% 7.3 7.3 0%

PTP 3.9 3.7 -5% 5.7 5.6 -1% 7.1 7.0 0%

EPS (excl. NRIs) 0.25 0.24 -5% 0.36 0.35 -1% 0.43 0.43 0%

DPS 0.13 0.13 0% 0.15 0.15 0% 0.16 0.16 0%

Source: Inderes



Risk profile of LapWall's business model
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Assessment of the overall business risk of Lapwall (mid-range 
corresponds to the average assessed risk level of Nasdaq Helsinki) 
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Company’s 
development 
stage

Market
cyclicality

Revenue 
diversification 
and continuity

Scalability of 
costs

Cost structure

Capital
commitment

Need for 
financing

Construction is a mature sector where 
change is slow. 

LapWall has reached profitable growth 
and is mainly focused on low-risk 
organic growth, although inorganic 
moves are also possible.

Construction is cyclical. Trends 
supporting wood materials may offset 
some of the cyclicality of LapWall 
relative to the overall market.

The largest customers are large and 
continuity with them is quite good. The 
business also includes a significant 
proportion of project sales.

Due to the partly automated factory 
production, the cost structure is 
competitive. Of course, this requires good 
utilization rates in factories.
Growth and maintaining 
competitiveness require some 
investment in fixed assets. However, the 
business does not tied up working 
capital.

The company can finance its organic 
growth without any problems through 
revenue financing and debt.

Source: Inderes
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Filling empty capacity in factories scales 
quite well, but growth over time requires 
both more production lines and more 
pairs of hands and therefore does not 
scale.
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Multiples are reasonable and expected returns are 
good, especially over the longer term

In our estimate, LapWall's adjusted P/E ratios for 2024 
and 2025 are 13x and 9x, while the corresponding 
EV/EBIT ratios are around 11x and 8x. In particular, we 
recommend that investors use EV/EBIT multiple in 
LapWall’s valuation, which better reflects the 
company's strong balance sheet, which remains 
strong despite the large investment in Pyhäntä. We 
consider the multiples moderate in absolute terms 
relative to our required return for next year, and even 
with modest results for the current year, the multiples 
are within our acceptable ranges (cf. in our May 2023 
extensive report, the acceptable valuation ranges 
were P/E 10x-14x and EV/EBIT 8x-12x in the short 
term). In relative terms, the share is priced at a slight 
discount, but the whole peer group is only loosely 
connected to LapWall. 

For the coming years, we expect dividend yields to 
settle at around 4-5%, even in a weak cycle, as a result 
of a satisfactory earnings position and a strong 
balance sheet, despite the large investment in 
Pyhäntä. Thus, investors get a good base return from 
dividends, even though LapWall is, in our opinion, 
primarily a growth company. In our view, the 12-month 
expected return, consisting of 2024 earnings growth 
and the dividend, lands in the double-digit territory 
and exceeds our required return, even if the valuation 
multiple were slightly flexible (Q1'24 LTM adjusted 
EV/EBIT 12x). Over the medium term, the expected 
return is supported by strong earnings growth, and we 
estimate that the expected return over the medium 
term is also higher than the required return. In the 
medium term, as earnings growth accelerates, the 
expected return could be even clearly higher than the 
required return, but realizing this will require a market 
turnaround and a clear acceleration in earnings 
growth (the timing is still uncertain). However, we 

believe that the medium-term expected return is 
backloaded, so we do not rely on it at full weight, 
especially as there are no concrete signs of 
improvement in the company's market. 

DCF value clearly above our target price

On a DCF basis, we arrive at a value of EUR 4.4 per 
share. The model reflects the earnings growth 
potential created by the major investment in Pyhäntä, 
although the company's current and additional 
capacity in Pyhäntä together could be sufficient to 
generate higher earnings than our current projections 
(this would of course require a favorable market and a 
very strong increase in market share). However, due 
to the wide tolerances of the method, in LapWall we 
give more weight to the signals from the valuation 
multiples than to the DCF. 

The value of the company is well placed to grow 
over time

Over the next few years, we see clear upside in 
LapWall's value from current levels, but this naturally 
requires that the company's business develops at 
least in line with our estimates (our estimates are well 
below the company's targets in terms of business 
size). In our view, LapWall also has the makings to be 
a steady grower and value creator, at least in the 
medium term. In our view, the main risks to the 
company are the cyclicality of construction and the 
prolongation of the current weak cycle, new types of 
competition, inflation, and the slowing or reversal of 
environmental trends. If these risks materialize, the 
company’s short- or longer-term growth and/or 
profitability could fall short of our forecasts. We, 
therefore, still recommend the share, especially to 
investors who are willing to wait for the next upward 
cycle. Maturing of clear positive drivers for the stock 
can take time in the current market and call for 
patience from investors.   

Strong position awaits behind the cyclical downturn
Valuation 2024e 2025e 2026e

Share price 3.17 3.17 3.17

Number of shares, millions 14.9 14.9 14.9

Market cap 47 47 47

EV 48 52 47

P/E (adj.) 13.2 9.0 7.4

P/E 17.6 10.9 8.6

P/B 2.5 2.3 2.0

P/S 1.0 0.9 0.8

EV/Sales 1.0 1.0 0.8

EV/EBITDA 8.2 6.0 4.3

EV/EBIT (adj.) 10.6 7.6 5.8

Payout ratio (%) 72.2 % 51.5 % 43.6 %

Dividend yield-% 4.1 % 4.7 % 5.0 %

Source: Inderes



Expected return is based on 
earnings growth, which we expect to 

materialize more strongly only in 
2025-2026

Result improves 
significantly, but the 

improvement is 
backloaded

Around 4-5% p.a.

Revenue growth is faster than the market 
over time

Operational leverage supports relative 
profitability when revenue recovers

Strong balance sheet

Pyhäntä investment is major for a 
company LapWall’s size

The dividend depends on the earnings 
level

DCF value above the share price

Positive driver

Neutral

Negative driver

9

Market value drivers Q1'24 TOT-2026e

Source: Inderes

Business environment not expected to 
return to normal until 2026

At actual earnings, valuation is slightly 
elevated (Q1'24 LTM adjusted EV/EBIT 

around 12x)

The share is priced at a slight discount to 
the peer group

We think the 
valuation is fairly 

neutral

Profit drivers

Valuation multiple drivers

Dividend yield drivers



Valuation table

Valuation 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e 2026e 2027e

Share price 2.72 2.72 2.72 3.58 3.09 3.17 3.17 3.17 3.17

Number of shares, millions 12.4 12.4 12.4 14.2 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9

Market cap 33.7 33.7 33.7 50.9 46.1 47.2 47.2 47.2 47.2

EV 39.9 37.4 37.7 45.4 43.1 48.4 51.9 47.2 41.0

P/E (adj.) 32.2 18.9 8.2 8.6 14.1 13.2 9.0 7.4 5.7

P/E 32.2 18.9 9.3 9.3 17.9 17.6 10.9 8.6 6.4

P/B 9.9 6.3 4.7 3.2 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.0 1.6

P/S 1.0 1.1 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7

EV/Sales 1.2 1.2 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.6

EV/EBITDA 11.5 9.1 5.7 4.8 8.0 8.2 6.0 4.3 3.1

EV/EBIT (adj.) 24.2 16.2 7.2 5.5 11.0 10.6 7.6 5.8 4.0

Payout ratio (%) 0.0 % 41.7 % 48.1 % 49.5 % 75.3 % 72.2 % 51.5 % 43.6 % 36.2 %

Dividend yield-% 0.0 % 2.2 % 5.1 % 5.3 % 4.2 % 4.1 % 4.7 % 5.0 % 5.7 %

Source: Inderes
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Peer group valuation

Market cap EV P/B

MEUR MEUR 2024e 2025e 2024e 2025e 2024e 2025e 2024e 2025e 2024e 2025e 2024e

43 40 10.0 6.7 6.7 4.4 0.9 0.7 11.8 8.2 4.4 5.1 2.4

497 674 17.6 14.9 9.7 8.6 1.8 1.6 22.4 18.0 1.4 1.4 1.7

18 21 7.0 5.2 0.8 0.6 2.5 1.1

403 673 16.8 9.4 7.3 6.6 0.9 0.9 11.0 9.5 3.6 3.9 1.0

80 101 11.4 8.3 7.8 6.1 0.8 0.7 12.9 8.2 2.8 3.8 1.1

47 48 10.6 7.6 8.2 6.0 1.0 1.0 13.2 9.0 4.1 4.7 2.5

13.1 10.0 7.9 6.7 1.2 1.1 14.4 11.6 3.1 3.3 1.7

11.5 9.5 7.8 6.6 0.9 0.9 13.3 10.3 3.2 3.8 1.4

-8% -20% 6% -10% 11% 7% 0% -13% 27% 24% 76%

Source: Refinitiv / Inderes

EV/EBIT EV/EBITDA EV/S P/E Dividend yield-%Peer group valuation

Company

Lapwall
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Average
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Diff-% to median
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Income statement

Income statement 2022 H1'23 H2'23 2023 H1'24e H2'24e 2024e 2025e 2026e 2027e

Revenue 52.5 18.9 23.0 41.9 21.2 25.1 46.2 53.8 62.2 71.0

Group 52.5 18.9 23.0 41.9 21.2 25.1 46.2 53.8 62.2 71.0

Adjustment of goodwill amortization 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

EBITDA 9.5 2.7 2.7 5.4 2.8 3.1 5.9 8.7 11.0 13.3

Depreciation -1.8 -1.1 -1.1 -2.2 -1.1 -1.1 -2.2 -2.8 -3.7 -3.8

EBIT (excl. NRI) 8.3 1.9 2.0 3.9 2.1 2.4 4.6 6.8 8.2 10.4

EBIT 7.8 1.7 1.6 3.2 1.7 2.0 3.7 5.9 7.3 9.5

Group 8.3 1.9 2.0 3.9 2.1 2.4 4.6 6.8 8.2 10.4

Adjustment of goodwill amortization -0.5 -0.3 -0.5 -0.7 -0.4 -0.4 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9

Share of profits in assoc. compan. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Net financial items -0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.3 0.0

PTP 7.0 1.7 1.5 3.2 1.7 2.0 3.7 5.6 7.0 9.5

Taxes -1.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.6 -0.4 -0.6 -1.0 -1.3 -1.6 -2.1

Minority interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Net earnings 5.7 1.3 1.2 2.5 1.3 1.4 2.7 4.3 5.5 7.4

EPS (adj.) 0.42 0.11 0.11 0.22 0.12 0.12 0.24 0.35 0.43 0.56

EPS (rep.) 0.38 0.09 0.08 0.17 0.09 0.09 0.18 0.29 0.37 0.50

Key figures 2022 H1'23 H2'23 2023 H1'24e H2'24e 2024e 2025e 2026e 2027e

Revenue growth-% 8.6 % -25.9 % -14.9 % -20.2 % 12.2 % 9.0 % 10.4 % 16.3 % 15.7 % 14.0 %

Adjusted EBIT growth-% 57.9 % -58.5 % -45.5 % -52.7 % 12.7 % 20.1 % 16.5 % 48.7 % 20.5 % 26.8 %

EBITDA-% 18.2 % 14.6 % 11.6 % 12.9 % 13.2 % 12.3 % 12.7 % 16.2 % 17.7 % 18.8 %

Adjusted EBIT-% 15.8 % 10.1 % 8.8 % 9.4 % 10.1 % 9.7 % 9.9 % 12.6 % 13.2 % 14.6 %

Net earnings-% 10.4 % 7.1 % 5.3 % 6.1 % 6.1 % 5.5 % 5.8 % 8.1 % 8.8 % 10.4 %

Source: Inderes



Balance sheet

Assets 2022 2023 2024e 2025e 2026e Liabilities & equity 2022 2023 2024e 2025e 2026e

Non-current assets 12.1 15.1 26.3 31.5 29.3 Equity 15.9 16.8 18.6 21.0 24.2

Goodwill 2.4 5.7 4.8 3.9 3.0 Share capital 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Intangible assets 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 Retained earnings 4.8 4.7 5.4 7.8 11.0

Tangible assets 9.2 8.9 21.1 27.2 25.9 Hybrid bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Associated companies 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Revaluation reserve 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other investments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Other equity 10.9 12.0 13.0 13.0 13.0

Other non-current assets 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Minorities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Deferred tax assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Non-current liabilities 1.9 0.9 8.3 11.3 7.4

Current assets 16.1 12.0 9.8 10.9 12.3 Deferred tax liabilities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Inventories 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.4 Provisions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other current assets 2.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 Interest bearing debt 1.4 0.4 2.3 5.3 1.9

Receivables 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.8 4.7 Convertibles 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cash and equivalents 7.8 4.4 1.8 2.2 2.5 Other long term liabilities 0.5 0.5 6.0 6.0 5.5

Balance sheet total 28.2 27.1 36.2 42.4 41.7 Current liabilities 10.5 9.4 9.3 10.1 10.1

Source: Inderes Interest bearing debt 1.0 0.9 0.8 1.6 0.7

Payables 4.6 5.3 5.3 5.4 6.2

Other current liabilities 4.8 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2

Balance sheet total 28.2 27.1 36.2 42.4 41.7



DCF calculation

DCF model 2023 2024e 2025e 2026e 2027e 2028e 2029e 2030e 2031e 2032e 2033e TERM

Revenue growth-% -20.2 % 10.4 % 16.3 % 15.7 % 14.0 % 10.0 % 8.0 % 5.0 % 4.0 % 3.0 % 2.0 % 2.0 %

EBIT-% 7.7 % 8.0 % 11.0 % 11.7 % 13.4 % 13.0 % 12.0 % 11.0 % 10.0 % 9.0 % 9.0 % 9.0 %

EBIT (operating profit) 3.2 3.7 5.9 7.3 9.5 10.1 10.1 9.7 9.2 8.5 8.7

+ Depreciation 2.2 2.2 2.8 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.3

- Paid taxes -0.6 -1.0 -1.3 -1.6 -2.1 -2.2 -2.2 -2.1 -2.0 -1.8 -1.8

- Tax, financial expenses 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

+ Tax, financial income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

- Change in working capital -0.4 -0.3 -0.7 -0.3 -0.6 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Operating cash flow 4.3 4.6 6.6 9.1 10.6 11.5 11.3 11.0 10.7 10.2 10.2

+ Change in other long-term liabilities 0.0 5.5 0.0 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5

- Gross CAPEX -5.2 -13.5 -8.0 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 -3.0 -3.8

Free operating cash flow -0.8 -3.4 -1.4 7.1 8.6 9.5 8.8 8.0 7.2 6.7 5.9

+/- Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

FCFF -0.8 -3.4 -1.4 7.6 9.1 10.0 9.3 8.5 7.7 7.2 6.4 80.5

Discounted FCFF   -3.1 -1.2 5.9 6.4 6.4 5.4 4.4 3.7 3.1 2.5 31.6

Sum of FCFF present value 65.0 68.1 69.3 63.4 57.0 50.7 45.3 40.9 37.2 34.1 31.6

Enterprise value DCF   65.0                     

- Interest bearing debt   -1.4                     

+ Cash and cash equivalents   4.4                     

-Minorities   0.0                     

-Dividend/capital return   -1.9                     

Equity value DCF   66.1                     

Equity value DCF per share   4.4                     

WACC

Tax-% (WACC) 20.0 %

Target debt ratio (D/(D+E) 10.0 %

Cost of debt 5.0 %

Equity Beta 1.60

Market risk premium 4.75%

Liquidity premium 0.75%

Risk free interest rate 2.5 %

Cost of equity 10.9 %

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) 10.2 %

Source: Inderes
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DCF sensitivity calculations and key assumptions in graphs

Source: Inderes. Note that the weight of the terminal value (%) is shown on an inverse scale for clarity.
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Summary

Income statement 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e Per share data 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e

Revenue 48.3 52.5 41.9 46.2 53.8 EPS (reported) 0.29 0.38 0.17 0.18 0.29

EBITDA 6.6 9.5 5.4 5.9 8.7 EPS (adj.) 0.33 0.42 0.22 0.24 0.35

EBIT 4.8 7.8 3.2 3.7 5.9 OCF / share 0.34 0.66 0.29 0.31 0.45

PTP 4.6 7.0 3.2 3.7 5.6 FCF / share 0.13 0.49 -0.05 -0.23 -0.09

Net Income 3.6 5.5 2.6 2.7 4.3 Book value / share 0.58 1.11 1.12 1.25 1.41

Extraordinary items -0.5 -0.5 -0.7 -0.9 -0.9 Dividend / share 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.15

Balance sheet 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e Growth and profitability 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e

Balance sheet total 19.9 28.2 27.1 36.2 42.4 Revenue growth-% 55% 9% -20% 10% 16%

Equity capital 7.1 15.9 16.8 18.6 21.0 EBITDA growth-% 61% 45% -43% 8% 48%

Goodwill 3.0 2.4 5.7 4.8 3.9 EBIT (adj.) growth-% 127% 58% -53% 16% 49%

Net debt 4.1 -5.5 -3.0 1.2 4.8 EPS (adj.) growth-% 130% 26% -47% 9% 46%

EBITDA-% 13.7 % 18.2 % 12.9 % 12.7 % 16.2 %

Cash flow 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e EBIT (adj.)-% 10.9 % 15.8 % 9.4 % 9.9 % 12.6 %

EBITDA 6.6 9.5 5.4 5.9 8.7 EBIT-% 9.8 % 14.8 % 7.7 % 8.0 % 11.0 %

Change in working capital -1.5 1.3 -0.4 -0.3 -0.7 ROE-% 57.7 % 47.5 % 15.8 % 15.2 % 21.9 %

Operating cash flow 4.2 9.3 4.3 4.6 6.6 ROI-% 39.5 % 49.6 % 18.3 % 19.0 % 24.0 %

CAPEX -2.6 -2.3 -5.2 -13.5 -8.0 Equity ratio 37.6 % 61.1 % 64.2 % 52.9 % 50.9 %

Free cash flow 1.6 7.0 -0.8 -3.4 -1.4 Gearing 57.0 % -34.7 % -18.0 % 6.7 % 22.7 %

Valuation multiples 2021 2022 2023 2024e 2025e

EV/S 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0

EV/EBITDA (adj.) 5.7 4.8 8.0 8.2 6.0

EV/EBIT (adj.) 7.2 5.5 11.0 10.6 7.6

P/E (adj.) 8.2 8.6 14.1 13.2 9.0

P/B 4.7 3.2 2.7 2.5 2.3

Dividend-% 5.1 % 5.3 % 4.2 % 4.1 % 4.7 %

Source: Inderes



Inderes has made an agreement with the issuer and target of this report, which 
entails compiling a research report.

The information presented in Inderes reports is obtained from several 
different public sources that Inderes considers to be reliable. Inderes 
aims to use reliable and comprehensive information, but Inderes does 
not guarantee the accuracy of the presented information.  Any opinions, 
estimates and forecasts represent the views of the authors. Inderes is 
not responsible for the content or accuracy of the presented 
information. Inderes and its employees are also not responsible for the 
financial outcomes of investment decisions made based on the reports 
or any direct or indirect damage caused by the use of the information.  
The information used in producing the reports may change quickly. 
Inderes makes no commitment to announcing any potential changes to 
the presented information and opinions.  

The reports produced by Inderes are intended for informational use 
only. The reports should not be construed as offers or advice to buy, 
sell or subscribe investment products. Customers should also 
understand that past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
When making investment decisions, customers must base their 
decisions on their own research and their estimates of the factors that 
influence the value of the investment and take into account their 
objectives and financial position and use advisors as necessary. 
Customers are responsible for their investment decisions and their 
financial outcomes.  

Reports produced by Inderes may not be edited, copied or made 
available to others in their entirety, or in part, without Inderes’ written 
consent. No part of this report, or the report as a whole, shall be 
transferred or shared in any form to the United States, Canada or Japan 
or the citizens of the aforementioned countries. The legislation of other 
countries may also lay down restrictions pertaining to the distribution of 
the information contained in this report. Any individuals who may be 
subject to such restrictions must take said restrictions into account.

Inderes issues target prices for the shares it follows.  The 
recommendation methodology used by Inderes is based on the share’s 
12-month expected total shareholder return (including the share price 
and dividends) and takes into account Inderes’ view of the risk 
associated with the expected returns.   The recommendation policy 
consists of four tiers: Sell, Reduce, Accumulate and Buy.  As a rule, 
Inderes’ investment recommendations and target prices are reviewed 
at least 2–4 times per year in connection with the companies’ interim 
reports, but the recommendations and target prices may also be 
changed at other times depending on the market conditions. The 
issued recommendations and target prices do not guarantee that the 
share price will develop in line with the estimate. Inderes primarily uses 
the following valuation methods in determining target prices and 
recommendations: Cash flow analysis (DCF), valuation multiples, peer 
group analysis and sum of parts analysis. The valuation methods and 
target price criteria used are always company-specific and they may 
vary significantly depending on the company and (or) industry.

Inderes’ recommendation policy is based on the following distribution 
relative to the 12-month risk-adjusted expected total shareholder return. 

Buy The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is very attractive 

Accumulate The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is attractive

Reduce The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is weak

Sell The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is very weak

The assessment of the 12-month risk-adjusted expected total 
shareholder return based on the above-mentioned definitions is 
company-specific and subjective. Consequently, similar 12-month 
expected total shareholder returns between different shares may result 
in different recommendations, and the recommendations and 12-month 
expected total shareholder returns between different shares should not 
be compared with each other. The counterpart of the expected total 
shareholder return is Inderes’ view of the risk taken by the investor, 
which varies considerably between companies and scenarios. Thus, a 
high expected total shareholder return does not necessarily lead to 
positive performance when the risks are exceptionally high and, 
correspondingly, a low expected total shareholder return does not 
necessarily lead to a negative recommendation if Inderes considers the 
risks to be moderate. 

The analysts who produce Inderes’ research and Inderes employees 
cannot have 1) shareholdings that exceed the threshold of significant 
financial gain or 2) shareholdings exceeding 1% in any company subject 
to Inderes’ research activities. Inderes Oyj can only own shares in the 
target companies it follows to the extent shown in the company’s model 
portfolio investing real funds. All of Inderes Oyj’s shareholdings are 
presented in itemised form in the model portfolio. Inderes Oyj does not 
have other shareholdings in the target companies analysed.  The 
remuneration of the analysts who produce the analysis are not directly 
or indirectly linked to the issued recommendation or views. Inderes Oyj 
does not have investment bank operations.

Inderes or its partners whose customer relationships may have a 
financial impact on Inderes may, in their business operations, seek 
assignments with various issuers with respect to services provided by 
Inderes or its partners. Thus, Inderes may be in a direct or indirect 
contractual relationship with an issuer that is the subject of research 
activities. Inderes and its partners may provide investor relations 
services to issuers. The aim of such services is to improve 
communication between the company and the capital markets. These 
services include the organisation of investor events, advisory services 
related to investor relations and the production of investor research 
reports. 

More information about research disclaimers can be found at 
www.inderes.fi/research-disclaimer.

Disclaimer and recommendation history
Recommendation history (>12 mo)

Date Recommendation Target Share price

4/10/2022 Accumulate 3.40 € 3.11 €

5/19/2022 Accumulate 3.40 € 3.05 €

8/17/2022 Accumulate 4.00 € 3.55 €

11/1/2022 Accumulate 3.75 € 3.27 €

1/31/2023 Reduce 3.75 € 3.68 €

2/8/2023 Reduce 3.75 € 3.95 €

4/27/2023 Accumulate 3.75 € 3.51 €

6/1/2023 Buy 4.00 € 3.24 €

8/9/2023 Buy 4.00 € 3.18 €

11/1/2023 Accumulate 3.40 € 2.80 €

2/7/2024 Accumulate 3.40 € 2.96 €

3/13/2024 Accumulate 3.40 € 3.06 €

4/29/2024 Accumulate 3.40 € 3.17 €



Inderes democratizes investor information by connecting 
investors and listed companies.

We help over 400 listed companies better serve investors. 
Our investor community is home to over 70,000 active 
members.

We build solutions for listed companies that enable 
frictionless and effective investor relations. For listed 
companies, we offer Commissioned Research, IR Events, 
AGMs, and IR Software.

Inderes is listed on the Nasdaq First North growth market 
and operates in Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.

Inderes Oyj

Itämerentori 2

FI-00180 Helsinki, Finland

+358 10 219 4690

Award-winning research at inderes.fi 
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